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Antaros Medical is awarded prestigious prize by the
city of Gothenburg
Antaros Medical AB is very proud of being awarded the Göteborgs Companipris 2016, a prize
to successful companies developed in the Gothenburg region. Key assessment criterias are
creativity, entrepreneurial spirit, innovation, collaboration, sustainability and healthy
finances.
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Antaros Medical, founded in 2014, is supporting pharmaceutical companies cross the globe with
improved, evidence-based decision making for clinical drug development through innovative imaging
methodologies and study designs.
"We are very proud of being awarded this prize. We have, in a short time with fantastic employees,
established a sustainable model of continuous reinvestment in research into innovative methods that
can enable the right decisions in the development of new medicines” says Johannes Hulthe, CEO
Antaros.
The award cermony was held on January 30th in conjunction with the meeting of Börssällskapet at the
Elite Park Avenue Hotel. Two of the four Antaros Medical founders, Johannes Hulthe, CEO, and Lars
Johansson, CSO, received the award from Lennnart Johansson, Director, Trade & Industry Group and
Ann-Sofie Hermansson, Chair of the Gothenburg City Executive Committee. The company was awarded
the prize based on the following reasons:

“….By daring to go their own way and believe in their product, Antaros Medical has created a unique
position in its industry. This, together with strong employee perspective, makes Antaros Medical to a
worthy winner of Gothenburg Company Prize in 2016.”
For more information about the prize (in swedish):
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/gbgco/news/antaros-medical-och-icomera-vinner-goeteborgscompanipris-2017-216305

About Antaros Medical:
Antaros Medical is a strategic clinical imaging research and methodology company based in the
BioVentureHub in Mölndal and in Uppsala, Sweden. Antaros Medical is pioneering new frontiers in
innovative MRI and PET imaging techniques, leading to improved, evidence-based decision making in
clinical drug development. The company is specialized in cardio-metabolic diseases and oncology.
Antaros Medical’s clients are spread across the globe.
Learn more at: www.antarosmedical.com
For more information, please contact johannes.hulthe@antarosmedical.com

